RECIPIES BOOKLET
Sicoly®
crushed lemon purée
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A

s a cooperative, what sets SICOLY apart are its producers
and its employees, all passionate about their craft and who share
a common vision of the values of mutual support and meticulous
work, as well as a culture of people-to-people relationships. Our
image and standing are founded on the quality and consistency of
our range, and every one of our products meets stringent quality
criteria. From the very first day and every day since, our vision and
mission have been reflected in the painstaking work of selecting
raw materials and deploying the most effective technologies in
order to preserve all the organoleptic quality of the fruit. In fact,
a good fruit purée is actually the result of a raw material of superb
quality in combination with processing that respects the fruit to
the utmost.
Be they purées and juices derived from the fruits grown in
our orchards or from fruits harvested beyond our territory,
quality must always be impeccable and commensurate with the
superior positioning that has made our products so attractive
to professionals. The quality of the raw material is ensured by a
substantial and rigorous selection process, a process built up over
time on the basis of unwaveringly applied principles. First of all,
fruit is selected on organoleptic aspects, such as variety, terroir
and ripeness as well as management of the production process.

We then determine the production potential and regularity of the
promised quality. We also check that food safety meets our every
requirement in every respect. And finally, we build a partnership,
we consolidate the supply chain to guarantee regular volumes and
sustained quality year in, year out.
All of this effort is founded on the values of the cooperative.
Respect for our partners is paramount if relationships are to be
forged that are wholly satisfactory to both parties. Acquired over
years of collaboration with local SICOLY producers, our fruit
growing expertise now stands us in good stead in the selection and
control of fruits and their production areas throughout the world.
Finally, our long-term vision for committed relationships enables
the creation of established supply chains and provides producers
with a stable living from their trade.
The chefs who work with our products, in France and worldwide,
are constantly looking for high-quality fruit purées for their
creations, a distillation of technical rigour, know-how and a desire
to whet the appetite. It is this same quest for perfection that drives
the selection of all our fruits and underlies the production of our
purées and juices, offering our customers products that allow them
to express their talents to the full.
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Sicoly has always worked to get the best fruit purées, with authentic fruit taste, colours and

textures.
« The best of the fruit. »
Some fruit are more complex to work with, because their taste is a balance of many factors. It
is particularly true for citrus, because you can not resume their typical taste only to their juice.
Indeed, a big part of the aromas are in the zest.
As a consequence, how can you recover the aromatical complexity of a whole lemon, in a fruit
purée ? This is the challenge we wanted to take up with the creation of our crushed lemon purée.
Developed by our research and development service, in partenership with some of our clients and
pastry professionnals, the crushed lemon purée is a subtil mixture of acidity, bitterness and fruity
and resume perfectly the aromatical strength of this citrus.
Its thick texture, stem from the zest’s crushing, the albedo and the lemon’s flesh, make this purée
a unique and incomparable product.
Get inspired by Jordi Puigvert’s recipies and bring to your own creations a unique and authentic
taste of lemon.
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OUR CHEF : JORDI PUIGVERT

A

native of Catalonia, Jordi Puigvert pursued his studies at the Girona Hotel
and Tourism School. From the outset, he focused on restaurant pastry cooking,
firstly at the Can Llonga restaurant at La Vall de Bas. He then gained an initial
experience in Michelin-starred restaurant: El Celler de Can Roca** in Girona,
where, alongside the Roca brothers, he focused on traditional, restyled pastry
cooking, with elements of design. In 1999, he joined the team of Jordi Butrón
and Xano Saguer at Espai Sucre in Barcelona, in a highly innovative design space:
the world’s first ever dessert restaurant, which doubled up as a school dedicated
to restaurant desserts. It was here that Jordi Puigvert discovered the world of
teaching, something which marked a future episode in his career. He then went on
to occupy various positions in renowned establishments, including the Pastelería
Baixas, an institution in Barcelona belonging to the “Relais Desserts” network,
before returning to Michelin-starred restauration:
the Alkimia**
in Barcelona and later at the Les Cols* restaurant in Olot,
before returning
to mchelin-starred
as Head Pastry Chef for 3 years. He then moved abroad to work as a Pastry Consultant for Riu hotels in Mexico, to the
United States and in the Caribbean and as a demonstrator for prestigious brands all around the world. With Michelin-starred
restaurants, teaching is the second defining structure in Jordi Puigvert’s career. He chose to become a teacher at the Girona
Hotel and Tourism School, the very place where he studied. In 2008, he took the plunge and set up Sweet’n Go, a company
specialising in training, consulting and events concerning pastry- his life’s passion, which he loves to share with others. Jordi
Puigvert works for numerous companies around the world: Sicoly (France), Manufacture Michel Cluizel (France), La Rose
Noire (Hong-Kong), Sosa (Barcelona) and Montebianco (Italy).
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CRUSHED LEMON
CAKE
Travel cake

Crushed lemon cake dough
Sicoly® Crushed lemon purée		
100 g
Sicoly® semi-candied lemon zest		
50 g
Sicoly® Lemon grated zest		
2 units
Whole eggs				 225 g
White chocolate			
200 g
Sugar				
195 g
Cake flour 			
195 g
Almond powder			
138 g
Olive oil				
75 g
Sunflower oil			
75 g
Milk				
50 g
Baking powder			
24 g
		
Whisk eggs, sugar and Sicoly® lemon grated zest
until totally whipped. Add the oils little by little. Then
add milk little by little and lastly the Sicoly® crushed
lemon purée.
Mix flour and baking powder then sift. Add the almond
powder and then add to the previous preparation.
Then add the Sicoly® semi-candied lemon zest diced
in small cubes.
In the last stage pour in the melted chocolate just
warmed (not to hot).
Pour into the cake molds previously greased and bake
at 170ºC for 30 minutes aprox.
Let cool down.

Shortbread pastry
Cake flour
			
Butter			

720 g
420 g

Icing Sugar
		
Whole Eggs			
Ground Almonds			
Salt				

300 g
140 g
120 g
6g

Combine the butter and all the powdered ingredients
including the salt until the mixture resembles fine
breadcrumbs, add the eggs.
Refrigerate. Roll the dough out to a thickness of 3
mm. Cut rectangles slightly bigger than the cake mold.
Leave to rest overnight in the fridge without cover.
Bake in the oven at 160°C until very golden brown.

Crushed lemon ganache
Sicoly® crushed lemon purée		
Cream 35%			
White chocolate			
Glucose syrup			
Gelatin sheets			
Agar Agar				

100 g
200 g
150 g
20 g
2.5 g
2g

Heat the cream, glucose syrup, agar agar in a saucepan
until boiling point. Remove from the heat and add
the gelatin sheets (previously soaked in cold water).
Pour onto the chocolate and stir until melted and well
emulsified. Add the Sicoly® crushed lemon purée and
mix again. Pour on top of the cake until get it covered
with. Let cool down in the fridge until settled.

Crushed lemon cream
Sicoly® crushed lemon purée		

Sugar				 300 g
Whole eggs				 300 g
Modified corn starch			
25 g
Gelatin sheet			
2g
Mix all ingredients together with a hand blender. Cook
them until boiling point stirring constantly. Remove
from the heat, add the gelatin bloomed, mix again with
the hand blender and let cool down.

Sliced lemon lightly candied
Sugar			
500 g
Water				 500 g
Fresh lemons sliced at 0,3 mm thickness
2 units
		
Put the lemon’s slices into a pan and cover with cold
water and then bring to boil. Strain the slices and
repeat this operation 5 times.
Then mix water and syrup and bring to boil. Add the
sliced lemons and cook at slow heat into the syrup for
30 minutes aprox. Let them cool down in the syrup
until next day.

Finishing
Unmold the cake with the ganache on top. Pipe some
dots of cream on top and place the sliced lemons
folded in two. Finish decorating with some mint leaves
and dried meringues.

200 g
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CRUSHED LEMON
CHEESECAKE
Plated dessert

Crushed lemon flexible ganache
Sicoly® crushed lemon purée		
Cream 35%				
White chocolate			
Glucose syrup			
Gelatin sheets			
Agar Agar				

100 g
200 g
150 g
20 g
2g
1.8 g

Heat in a saucepan the cream, glucose syrup, agar agar until
boiling point. Remove from the heat and add the gelatin
sheets (previously soaked in cold water). Pour onto the
chocolate and stir until melted and well emulsified. Add the
Sicoly® crushed lemon purée and mix again. Pour on top of
the cake until get it covered with. Let cool down in the fridge
until settled.

Crushed lemon cream
Sicoly® crushed lemon purée		
Whole eggs				
Sugar				
Modified corn starch			

300 g
300 g
250 g
25 g

Mix all ingredients together with a hand blender. Cook them
until boiling point stirring constantly. Remove from the heat,
add the gelatin bloomed, mix again with the hand blender and
let cool down.

Cheese cake light mousse
Sicoly® lemon zest			
Sicoly® lime zest			
Sicoly® orange zest			
Cream 35 %			
Light cream cheese			

1 unit
1 unit
1/2 unit
350 g
310 g

Milk				
Heavy cream			
Sugar 2				
Egg yolks				
Sugar 1				
Gelatin sheets			
Corn starch				

100 g
100 g
75 g
20 g
20 g
10 g
8g

Make a custard with milk, zests, egg yolk, sugar 1 and corn
starch. Once done, add the gelatin. Lightly warm up the light
cream cheese and the sugar 2. Mix with the heavy cream and
previous custard already made. Fold into the cream (already
whipped) once the mixture reaches 35ºC.

Crumble
Flour				
Almond powder			
Butter				
Caster sugar			
Lime zest finely grated			

110 g
90 g
90 g
60 g
7g

Mix all ingredients until getting a crumble texture. Let one
day in the fridge. Put the crumble on a baking tray with
parchment paper and bake for 12 minutes at 170ºC.

Green tea soufflé sponge
Sicoly® Lime grated zest		
Egg whites				
Whole eggs				
Egg yolks				
Sugar				
Butter				
Cake flour				
Milk				

2 units
360 g
250 g
205 g
145 g
120 g
120 g
100 g

Strong flour				
Green tea powder			

40 g
15 g

Put milk, Sicoly® Lime grated zest and butter together in
a saucepan. Heat until boiling point. Remove from the heat
and add flours mixed previously in once. Stir with a spatula
until get homogeneous dough. Add egg yolk and whole egg
little by little stirring constantly until getting a smooth and
shinny mixture.
Whip egg whites and sugar and add to the previous mixture.
Pour the mixture in a baking tray, lined with parchment paper
and bake at 180ºC for 10 minutes .
Remove from the oven and let cool down. Put some weight
on top to make some pressure.

Semi-candied sliced kumquat
Fresh kumquat sliced at 0,3 mm thickness
500 g
Sugar				
500 g
Water				
500 g
		
Put the sliced kumquat into a pan and cover with cold water
and then bring to boil. Strain the slices and repeat this
operation 5 times.
Then mix water and syrup and bring to boil. Add the sliced
kumquat and cook at slow heat into the syrup for 30 minutes
aprox. Let them cool down in the syrup until next day.

Finishing
Cut strips of flexible ganache of 15 cm long and 1 cm thick.
Do the same with the green tea sponge cake. Then place all
remaining ingredients randomly but well balanced beside and
on top. Decorate with chocolate branches and basil leaves.
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CRUSHED LEMON
SHORTBREAD
To take away

Shortbread pastry
Cake flour					
Butter						
Icing Sugar					
Whole Eggs					
Ground Almonds					
Salt						

720 g
420 g
300 g
140 g
120 g
6g

Combine the butter and all the powdered ingredients including the salt
until the mixture resembles fine breadcrumbs, add the eggs.
Refrigerate. Roll the dough out to a thickness of 3 mm. Cut the dough
using round cutters (4cm. Ø). Then, for half of them make a hole in the
middle using a smaller round cutter. Leave to rest overnight in the fridge
without cover in a tray lined with slipain silicon sheets.
Bake in the oven at 165°C until golden brown. Let cool down.

Crushed lemon fruit paste
Sicoly® crushed lemon purée				
Sicoly® sweetened lemon purée			
Sugar 2						
Pear juice						
Glucose syrup					
Invert sugar					
Sugar 1						
Yellow pectin					
Citric acid solution (5+5)				

250 g
75 g
450 g
175 g
150 g
75 g
55 g
14 g
10 g

Mix sugar 1 and pectin. Then heat the Sicoly® purées until 40ºC. Add
little by little the sugar - pectin stirring constantly. Bring the mixture to
boil. Add the sugar 2 in three times boiling the mixture between each
time. Then add the invert sugar and glucose and cook until reach 106 ºC.
Remove from the heat and cool down in a tray of 0,3 cm. thickness and
previously greased in order to avoid the fruit paste get stucked onto. Let to
set and then cut circles of 3 cm Ø.

Crushed lemon ganache
Sicoly® crushed lemon purée		
		
White chocolate melted				
Cream 35 % M.G					
Invert sugar					
Crystallized sorbitol					
Butter						

125 g
600 g
150 g
50 g
25 g
25 g

Heat the cream, sorbitol and invert sugar until 70ºC. Add the Sicoly®
crushed lemon purée and pour onto the chocolate. Mix well. Add the
butter and emulsify using the stick blender until smooth and shiny. Let
cool down until getting the right texture to work it out using a piping bag.

Finishing
Place the fruit paste in the middle of the whole shortbread and pipe the
ganache all around. Cover with the other part of shortbread with the hole
in the middle and fill the hole with another fruit paste circle.
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CRUSHED LEMON AND GREEN
APPLE FRESHNESS
Pastry shop item

Shortbread pastry
Cake flour				
Butter				
Icing Sugar				
Whole Eggs				
Ground Almonds			
Salt				

Crushed lemon cream
720 g
420 g
300 g
140 g
120 g
6g

Combine the butter and all the powdered ingredients including
the salt until the mixture resembles fine breadcrumbs, add
the eggs.
Refrigerate. Roll the dough out to a thickness of 3 mm.
Cut the dough using round cutters (7cm Ø). Leave to rest
overnight in the fridge without cover in a tray lined with
slipain silicon sheets.
Bake in the oven at 165°C until golden brown. Let cool down.

Joconde sponge
Almond powder			
Egg whites				
Icing sugar				
Plain flour				
Butter				
Sugar				
Whole eggs				

250 g
240 g
100 g
65 g
50 g
35 g
6 units

Combine almond powder, icing sugar and whole eggs and mix
with the paddle of a beater-mixer until smooth.
Make a meringue with the egg whites and sugar. Melt the
butter but keep it just warm.
Fold the meringue into the first mixture. Then, with a spatula,
put the flour and then the liquid butter to finish.
Make a thin layer of joconde sponge in a parchment paper and
bake for 5 minutes at 220ºC.

Sicoly® crushed lemon purée		
Whole eggs				
Sugar				
Modified corn starch			

300 g
300 g
250 g
25 g

Mix all ingredients together with a hand blender. Cook them
until boiling point stirring constantly. Remove from the heat,
add the gelatin bloomed, mix again with the hand blender and
let cool down.

Green apple filling
Sicoly® Green apple diced in cubes of 0.5 cm
500 g
Sicoly® Crushed lemon purée		
250 g
Sicoly® Green apple purée		
100 g
Sicoly® Lemon juice			as needed
Simple syrup ( 50% )			
150 g
Modified starch (cold using)		
25 g
Cook the Sicoly® apple cubes, previously dipped into the
Sicoly® lemon juice, into the microwaves covered with film
wrap. Cook them until soft but still keeping the shape.
Then mix all other ingredients until getting a smooth texture.
Mix this mixture with the apple and fill semi-sphere molds
4 cm Ø (slightly smaller than the mold used to make the
monoportion).

Crushed lemon creamy
Sicoly® crushed lemon purée		
Cream 35% M.G			
White chocolate melted			
Gelatin sheets		

240 g
1 000 g
280 g
12 g (6 sheets)

Heat half of the cream. Add the gelatin sheets previously
soaked in cold water. Pour onto the chocolate melted. Mix
well using a stick blender. Then add the remaining cream and
then the Sicoly® crushed lemon puree. Mix well again until
combined. Let the mixture rest in the fridge overnight. Mix
using the whisk until smooth.

Crushed lemon glazing
Sicoly® crushed lemon purée		
Isomalt				
White chocolate			
Cream 				
Condensed milk			
Water				
Glucose				
Gelatin sheets			
yellow color				

150 g
600 g
480 g
400 g
300 g
250 g
200 g
34 g
as needed

Combine cream, Sicoly® crushed lemon purée, water and
glucose and warm. Melt isomalt in a pan and deglaze with
the previous mixture. Remove from the heat and add the
bloomed gelatin and the condensed milk. Pour over the white
chocolate, emulsify and add color. Use at 28º-30ºC.

Finishing
White chocolate thin sticks
Gold leaf
Fill a semi-sphere silicon mold (7 cm. Ø) until half with the
crushed lemon creamy already whipped. Insert the green
apple filling frozen. Cover with a bit of lemon cream and then
finish with the “joconde” sponge. Freeze. Glaze and decorate.
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CRUSHED LEMON TART
Pastry item

Shortbread pastry
Cake flour						
Butter						
Icing Sugar						
Whole Eggs					
Ground Almonds					
Salt						

720 g
420 g
300 g
140 g
120 g
6g

Combine the butter and all the powdered ingredients including the salt until the
mixture resembles fine breadcrumbs, add the eggs.
Refrigerate. Roll the dough out to a thickness of 3 mm. Cut the dough using round
cutters bigger than the tartlet mold. Leave to rest overnight in the fridge without
cover in a tray. The day after, line the tart molds with the shortbread pastry. Let rest
again 2 hours and bake in the oven at 165°C. until golden brown. Let cool down.

Joconde sponge
Almond powder					
Egg whites						
Icing sugar						
Plain flour						
Butter						
Sugar						
Whole eggs						

Make a thin layer of joconde sponge in a parchment paper and bake for 5 minutes
at 220ºC.
Cut circles that can be fixed at the bottom of the tartlet molds.

Crushed lemon cream
Sicoly® crushed lemon purée				
Sugar						
Whole eggs						
Modified corn starch					
Gelatin sheet					

200 g
300 g
300 g
25 g
3g

Mix all ingredients together with a hand blender. Cook them until boiling point
stirring constantly. Remove from the heat, add the gelatin bloomed, mix again with
the hand blender and let cool down.

Italian meringue
250 g
240 g
100 g
65 g
50 g
35 g
6 units

Combine almond powder, icing sugar and whole eggs and mix with the paddle in of
beater-mixer until smooth.
Make a meringue with the egg whites and sugar.
Melt the butter but keep it just warm.
Fold the meringue into the first mixture. Then, with a spatula, put the flour and then
the liquid butter to finish.

Caster sugar					
Egg whites						
Water						

500 g
250 g
150 g

Cook water and sugar. When the syrup reaches 110ºC, start whipping the egg
whites. When the syrup reaches 120ºC, pour little by little onto the whipped egg
whites and keep whipping until warm. Remove and use straight.

Finishing
Place the sponge on the bottom of the tartlet. Pipe the crushed lemon cream into
until the edge and make it flat using a palette knife. Pipe the Italian meringue on top
using a “Saint Honoré” nozzle. Decorate with Sicoly® semi-candied lemon strips
and gold leaf.
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Visit our website to discover all our products and expertises.
Sicoly, fruit cooperative established in 1962
Saint Laurent d’Agny - France
www.sicoly.com - @sicoly_fruit
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